Trade in fish-related aspects of SDG 14: What next?
By invitation only
This forum will bring together heads of delegations to gather advice on transferring new guidance concerning trade in fish into actions and specific support for Member States.

Fisheries subsidies: The path toward a sustainable global agreement
With the WTO 11th Ministerial Conference approaching, what should be the next steps in building consensus towards a multilateral solution for implementing SDG 14.6?

Enhancing trade opportunities for LDCs and SIDS through the fisheries sector: Addressing challenges imposed by international food standards
Ways and means for improving market access for developing countries, and the path towards achieving SDG 14b.

Blue BioTrade: Harnessing trade and investment for sustainable use
Studies of Blue BioTrade and proposals to better adapt BioTrade to the particularities of the marine environment.

High Level Exchange: Pacific Leadership through Innovative Approaches to the Oceans Economy—Pacific 2050
By invitation only
An exchange of experiences and strategies showcasing Pacific leadership through innovative approaches to the Oceans Economy – Pacific 2050.

For further information on UNCTAD’s work on trade logistics, please visit: http://unctad.org/ttl and for the Review of Maritime Transport 2016: http://unctad.org/rmt E-mail: rmt@unctad.org To read more and to subscribe to the UNCTAD Transport Newsletter, please visit: http://unctad.org/transportnews